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Foreword
As Chair of the Scottish Lipreading Strategy Group, I am
delighted to present our Lipreading classes in Scotland – the way
forward report.
In funding the work of our Group between 2012-2014, the
Scottish Government has recognised that learning to lipread
plays an important role in helping people to better manage their
hearing loss as well as improving communication, health and
wellbeing.
The most urgent challenge for the Group, given the retirement
of ageing tutors, was improving access to lipreading classes for
adults with hearing loss in Scotland. As you can see in this report, we have addressed the
decline by training 16 new tutors through the Scottish Course to Train Tutors of Lipreading
(SCTTL), to increase the capacity to 29 – a level last achieved in 2007. With another
cohort of tutors being trained from September 2015, an increased availability of lipreading
classes should be realised from 2016.
The Group thanks Dr Linda Armstrong for her sterling work during 2014, producing a
first-ever global literature review and steering the comprehensive On Everybody’s Lips
research project. This has given us a detailed understanding of the evidence-base – and
current gaps in knowledge – to help inform the development of long-term, sustainable
delivery of lipreading classes across Scotland.
I commend this report and look forward to Scotland continuing to lead the way in future
lipreading research and enabling people with hearing loss to have access to learning this
life-changing skill in all of our communities.

Delia Henry
Chair - Scottish Lipreading Strategy Group
It has brought me into
contact with others in the
same position as myself. It
has increased my confidence.
I now tell people I have a
hearing loss and will be
lipreading. My proficiency in
lipreading has improved.
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Introduction

The opportunity to become
more inclusive in society.

Around one in six adults in the UK have a hearing
loss so, for Scotland, this affects 867,500 people
(326,000 of working age and 541,500 who are
retired). The number of adults with hearing loss in Scotland will continue to rise as our
population gets older and as a result of hearing loss among younger adults. The main
impact of this is the effect it can have on everyday conversations: at work and at home;
face-to-face and over the phone; in one-to-one and group situations (restricting full
participation). This can have a significant effect on someone’s physical, mental and
emotional health and well-being – from feeling left out to avoiding social situations
completely and becoming increasingly isolated.
Lipreading has been acknowledged for centuries as a useful communication skill for
people who are deaf. To start with, the skill of lipreading was taught to deaf children to
help them to speak. Since the 1900s, adults with hearing loss have attended lipreading
classes to help improve how well they understand what other people are saying. These
classes improve people’s self-confidence and impact on how they adapt to hearing loss.
Lipreading classes are primarily about helping people to lipread better. This involves
learning the different lip shapes and patterns we make as we speak. Lipreading is also
about watching the other person’s lips, face and gestures while they speak and using
language cues and the topic of the conversation to fill in any gaps. Sessions also include
information and advice about useful equipment, ideas about how to make the most of
communication skills and the chance to meet other people with hearing loss. Lipreading
services have the potential to have a national impact in Scotland; for example, by helping
people feel included in society, preventing mental health problems, and helping adults
with hearing loss stay in work, or get work.
The Scottish Government funded the Scottish Lipreading Strategy Group to improve
access to lipreading classes for adults with hearing loss in Scotland – because of the part
lipreading classes play in adult hearing rehabilitation and how scarce they are in Scotland.
The group members were:
•

Action on Hearing Loss Scotland

•

Association of Teachers of Lipreading to Adults (ATLA)

•

Hearing Link

•

NHS National Audiology Manager (until March 2014)

•

Scottish Council on Deafness

•

Scottish Course to Train Tutors of Lipreading (SCTTL)

•

Scottish Government
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The strategy group met 21 times between 2012
and 2014. It has started the work needed to
improve access to lipreading classes in Scotland.
The strategy group’s long-term ambition is that
the pathway through lipreading support will be
available locally (and free of charge) to adults
with hearing loss across Scotland as part of adult
hearing rehabilitation.

Acceptance, confidence
building, a self-help skill
to use, companionship,
opportunity to share
experiences with others ‘in
the same boat’, reassurance,
learning why some words are
more difficult to read than
others (speech movements),
a place of gentle humour –
does you good.

We share our objectives and what we have achieved. We make recommendations for
continuing the process we have started. The report includes a summary of the strategy
group’s ‘On everybody’s lips’ project.

advice

communication
self management
fun

acceptance

social

people
lipreading

tutor

information

confidence

inclusion
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The strategy group’s aims,
objectives and activities
The strategy group’s aims were:
•

To understand Scotland’s current strategy and policy position and how this will affect
long-term development of lipreading classes in Scotland

•

To fund activities that were needed to support the beginning of this development

•

To make recommendations to the Scottish Government on how to develop lipreading
services for adults with hearing loss in Scotland so that anyone can get this support if
they wish.

Objective

Activities

Up-to-date profile of tutors and
classes

SCTTL did a survey in 2013. There were 46 classes
and 26 tutors available compared to 63 classes
and 34 tutors when they did the same survey
in 2006.

More trained lipreading tutors (no
new tutors had been trained since
2007 and some tutors have retired,
or left, in the meantime)

11 more tutors are now available to run lipreading
classes. Five more are close to qualification. The
number of tutors available now is back to the
2007 level (about 29 across Scotland). The course
will run again in September 2015.

Look into how to get long-term
funding for lipreading tutor training

The course is being validated by the Scottish
Qualifications Agency. The course committee is in
discussions about linking the course to a Scottish
university. See also ‘Recommendations’ section.

Find out what the current research
There is very little research evidence. What there is
evidence tells us about what affects suggests that people being ready to do something
people accessing lipreading classes themselves about their hearing loss is important.
Find out how many lipreading
classes are needed in Scotland

At least 325 classes are needed (currently there
are about 50).

Define a pathway through
lipreading support

We have defined a four stage pathway – taster
sessions, lipreading classes, communication
support group, self-help group.

Develop an aid to support people in A decision aid and a quiz were developed during
deciding if lipreading classes are for the ‘On everybody’s lips’ project (see appendix).
them (shared decision-making)
People thinking about trying
lipreading classes in Scotland have
access to the same information

A set of resources about lipreading classes
(written and video), and a list of classes, are now
available on www.scotlipreading.org.uk

Look at the regulation of lipreading
tutors in Scotland

Recommendations have been made on this (see
‘Recommendations’ section).
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SEVEN 16
21
18 146
partner organisations

new tutors trained to March 2015
– 15 women and 1 man

strategy group meetings in 2012-2014

classes visited

members consulted

29
Total current number of lipreading
tutors in Scotland in March 2015 -

70%

9

research from 9 countries was
referenced in the literature review.
(USA, Canada, Australia, Denmark,
Cyprus, England, Scotland, Wales
and Ireland)

response rate to a written, postal questionnaire
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325
lipreading classes needed in Scotland (at least)
– about 50 currently available

0

0
2

2
8

3
0
15
5
4 1 6
0

0

About one-third of current lipreading
class members in Scotland shared views,
opinions and experiences in a written
postal questionnaire –

147
responses

ONE
- online lipreading class database
- pathway to lipreading classes

The number of lipreading
classes per NHS health
board area.

- pathway through lipreading classes
- lipreading class decision aid
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‘On everybody’s lips’ project summary
Background
The strategy group project, called ‘On everybody’s lips’, ran from December 2013 to
December 2014. The project had two main elements: (i) research to understand better
what encourages adults with hearing loss to go to lipreading classes and (ii) development
of resources to support people in deciding about lipreading classes, based on (i).

Findings and resources developed
The project’s findings, and the resources developed during it, are described in much
more detail in the full version of this project report. You can find it on the websites of the
strategy group partner organisations. The three sections below show the project’s three
main objectives and give a summary of project findings and resources for each of them.
Understand the evidence – factors that affect access to lipreading classes, guesstimate
of need
•

What’s already known from previous research about how adults with hearing loss
access lipreading classes?
The quick answer to this is not very much. Lipreading classes are not a new thing and,
maybe because of that, we know little on this topic from recent research projects.
Evidence from other group learning situations (such as adult learning and self
management classes) give a starting-point for understanding what encourages people
to go to lipreading classes. People being ready to do something themselves about
their hearing loss is probably one of the main factors.

•

How many lipreading classes are needed in Scotland?
In February 2014, about 30 lipreading tutors were running about 50 lipreading classes
in Scotland. The total number needed is at least 325. This figure is based on the
number of adults in Scotland who are diagnosed with hearing loss every year. So, there
is a large gap between the number of classes running and how many are needed.

Define a pathway through lipreading classes
•

When, how and why do adults with hearing loss access lipreading classes?
People already going to lipreading classes in Scotland completed a questionnaire to
help answer this question. There was a great response – 70% of recipients filled it in
and posted it back (147 replies in total). There were twice as many women as men,
mainly retired people, with a longstanding, gradual hearing loss. They generally found
a local lipreading class quite easily and didn’t have long to wait to start once they’d
signed up for the class. People mainly started going to lipreading classes because of
their hearing loss and the communication problems they were having as a result. They
found out about lipreading classes in a variety of ways, including: by word of mouth;
from audiologists; from articles in the local paper, and from local/deaf organisations
(such as the library and hard of hearing groups).
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•

What’s the best way(s) to encourage more people to go to lipreading classes?
The research officer visited 18 of the lipreading classes in Scotland between February
and May 2014 to discuss this question with class members. This involved 146 lipreading
class members and eight lipreading tutors. Class members produced a very long list
of professions and organisations who should know about local lipreading classes, so
that there are many opportunities for people to find out about them. They felt that
advertising classes locally is very important, as is finding out by word of mouth. They
also said that more people would be encouraged to go if there were more classes.

•

What do people of working age with a hearing loss think about going to lipreading
classes?
The results of the questionnaire showed that proportionately fewer people of working
age were going to lipreading classes in Scotland than people of retirement age so
two surveys were done to try to find out the views of people of working age about
lipreading classes as a way forward. One survey was for 16-25 year olds with hearing
loss, but only five people completed it. We can’t come to any conclusions about this
age group’s views on lipreading classes from this very small number of responses.
Action on Hearing Loss shared the Scottish results of a UK-wide survey undertaken in
August-September 2014. The survey was about managing hearing loss when in work or
looking for work. 565 people did the survey, including 56 people from Scotland. They
rated lipreading highly among other types of support, such as information on hearing
loss at work and equipment. Those who had attended lipreading classes said that they
were ‘fairly useful’ or ‘very useful’.
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A pathway to lipreading classes
•

This diagram shows the four steps in a pathway that takes the adult with hearing loss
from trying out lipreading classes initially to attending a course of lipreading classes.
After that, there is the option for people to continue to practise their lipreading skills
and to get support from other people in ‘communication support groups’. The last
part of the pathway is lipreading self-help groups, which people can set up and run
themselves for as long as they want.

•

Currently, only parts of this pathway are available to adults with hearing loss in some
parts of Scotland. Two much more detailed pathways are shown in the full report. One
is how people get to lipreading classes and the other is a pathway through lipreading
classes. The second one expands on the first three steps below.

Lipreading class taster sessions (group or one-to-one)

Lipreading classes

Communication support groups

Lipreading self-help groups

•

Lipreading learning in the remote and rural areas of Scotland
Lipreading classes are scarce in all areas of Scotland but especially in the remote and
rural areas. Different possible ways of supporting lipreading learning in areas where
there are relatively few adults with hearing loss are described in detail in the full
version of the report. They include videoconferencing and different ways of running
face-to-face classes, such as intensive courses.
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Develop a decision aid and marketing resources
•

Decision aid for lipreading classes
‘Shared decision-making’ is used to help people make decisions about medical
problems. A doctor and patient have a detailed conversation about different options
for treatment. This is often backed up by a ‘decision aid’. Decision aids (usually a
leaflet or online form) describe the pros and cons of different options. A decision aid
for lipreading classes, and a quiz developed during the project, will help give people a
better understanding of lipreading classes. It’s available online at www.scotlipreading.
org.uk (click on the ‘Find out about classes’ tab). It’s ready to be tested as a way of
supporting people in deciding whether or not a lipreading class is for them.

•

Up-to-date information on all available lipreading classes
A list of all the lipreading classes known to be running in Scotland is now available
in one place online at www.scotlipreading.org.uk (‘Classes’ tab). (This list will also be
available on www.aliss.org and www.nhsinform.co.uk) This should help adults with
hearing loss to find out easily if there’s a lipreading class available locally.

•

More consistent advertising of lipreading classes
After a series of consultations, a range of resources was produced and these are now
available online at www.scotlipreading.org.uk (click on the ‘Find out about classes’
tab). They are designed to help people find out more about lipreading classes and to
help them decide if lipreading classes are for them. Lipreading tutors have been given
a poster template that they can use to advertise their classes locally.

•

A recommended resource list if people aren’t able/don’t want to attend lipreading
classes
Self-help books on lipreading learning have been available for more than 100
years now (and videos and DVDs more recently). A list of recommended resources
(including a booklet, websites, a DVD and a game) is now available online at www.
scotlipreading.org.uk (click on the ‘Find out about classes’ tab). This list is for adults
with hearing loss who can’t or don’t want to go to lipreading classes but are interested
in developing their lipreading skills. It’s also for people in areas in Scotland where
there are currently no lipreading classes. The resources aren’t a substitute for going to
lipreading classes, but do give people unable to attend classes the chance to learn a
bit about lipreading.
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Recommendations
We are asking:
•

Made it easier to understand
when in a social situation,
becoming more involved with
what is happening.

The Scottish Government to:
Set up and fund a ‘Scottish Lipreading Working
Group’ over the next five years to continue and develop
the work started by the strategy group to improve access to
lipreading classes for adults with hearing loss in Scotland.
Support the development of the lipreading services pathway (taster sessions, classes,
support group, self-help group).
Educate and support families of adults with hearing loss (and others in their support
network) to maximise the benefit and impact of attending lipreading classes for adults
with hearing loss.

•

Scottish Course to Train Tutors of Lipreading (SCTTL) to:
Continue in its efforts to link the lipreading tutor training course into a university.
Be responsible for continuing training and updates for qualified lipreading tutors in
Scotland.
Be the point of contact to check whether a tutor is trained.

•

Scottish Lipreading Working Group to:
Oversee strategy group activities that are not yet finished.
Look into how SCTTL can be funded in the long-term – and support it towards this
goal.
Propose how lipreading classes can be integrated into statutory health and social care
services.
Assess whether the lipreading class decision aid is useful.
Introduce and assess the usefulness of shared decision-making via lipreading
ambassadors (volunteers).
Increase general public awareness of lipreading classes to ensure that adults with
hearing loss know they exist when they decide that they want to try them.
Focus efforts to improve access to lipreading classes on all adult age-groups but,
particularly, adults of working age (they are under-represented among lipreading class
members in Scotland).
Improve access to lipreading services in the remote and rural areas by trying out, and
evaluating, new technology-based ways.
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Consider how to improve access for people
who are currently ‘hard to reach’ (such as
those with dyslexia, those living in poverty,
non-English speakers, ethnic minorities and
young people with hearing loss).
Show the cost-effectiveness of lipreading classes
as part of adult hearing rehabilitation.

Now recognise many of the
shapes and watch lips rather
than eyes when in a busy
environment and people/
person speaking is not close.
Learnt about equipment that
may help. Gained courage
and confidence to say that I
haven’t heard properly. Major
support from others!

Find out how often, and for how long, people should
go to lipreading classes, allowing for differences in learning styles.
Explore whether going to lipreading classes as soon as someone realises they have
a hearing loss reduces the need for hearing aids and/or increases motivation to use
hearing aids effectively.
•

Lipreading tutor employers to:
Only employ tutors who can show that they’ve been trained by SCTTL (or another of
the recognised UK lipreading teacher courses – currently Manchester and London) and
are members of the Association for Teachers of Lipreading to Adults (ATLA).

Contact Us
Please contact Delia Henry, the Chair of the Scottish Lipreading Strategy Group, if you
have any questions or want any more information about the work of this group:
Tel: 0141 341 5330
Email: delia.henry@hearingloss.org.uk
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SCOTTISH COURSE
TO TRAIN TUTORS OF LIPREADING
Tel: 07884 072005
Email: cclipreading@gmail.com
Web: www.scotlipreading.org.uk

Tel: 0141 341 5330
Email: scotland@hearingloss.org.uk
Web: www.actiononhearingloss.org.uk/scotland

Tel: 0131 447 9420
Email: scotland@hearinglink.org
Web: www.hearinglink.org

Tel: 0141 248 2474
Email: admin@scod.org.uk
Web: www.scod.org.uk

Web: www.atlalipreading.org.uk
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